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From the Principal
Thank you all for being so patient regarding the COVID-19 restrictions we have at ANSS.
I acknowledge that it’s not easy being a parent who wants to connect face to face with teachers.
We would like to have a trial in Term 4 for parents to be able to enter the school grounds on Fridays
from 8.45 and escort their child to class, leaving at 9.00 once the learning bell sounds. You will also
be able to collect your child from class at 2.45pm. COVID-19 rules will need to be followed, which
includes QR code entry and the wearing of facemasks during these times.

Inclusion and Social Development 2021—2023
Our ‘Social Skills Development’ focus has been growing quickly and we truly have a sense of
moving towards an inclusive community at ANSS. As part of the 3 Year Plan we have piloted a
couple of our SMD classes working alongside ambulant students across the school. The feedback
from staff regarding our social development and inclusive work has been extremely positive.
In 2022 our next stage is towards being a fully inclusive community with a blend of students across
“I know the magical,
the school with our most vulnerable students remaining in the R-12 building, but not in isolation from
inspirational work at
ambulant students of similar ages. Our ‘kids’ need to be around other ‘kids’ their own age to be
ANSS will go on making
more inclusive. We are currently working closely with teachers to look at a more inclusive model for
our students’ lives better.”
all of our students between now and 2023. 2022 will look slightly different than this year, which I will
be sharing with families early Term 4. This will create numerous but achievable challenges whilst
ensuring that everyone learns within an inclusive mindset. I ask you all to be open-minded to
‘inclusion for all’ and support this exciting and necessary small step, trusting the amazing work our staff do every day for all of our students.

Reconciliation Action Plan
Jaki Banks (ACEO) has gathered a committed team of teachers to establish and drive our school towards a committed and reflective
community by: building and encouraging relationships between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, our school and local
communities; fostering and embedding respect for the world’s longest surviving cultures and communities; and embracing our historical
culture through teaching and learning.
In Term 4 we will be celebrating Christmas early at Port Adelaide for the Yartapuulti Fun Day. Pencil in Week 2, as families are invited.

Time for Me to Say Goodbye
As many of you may know, this will be my last year at ANSS. Do you realise we’ve been sharing each other’s company for 4197 days
which includes 2555 days with me as the principal? Nearly 12 years of fun times, challenging times and everything in between, especially
incredible growth as a school now renowned for best practice. It's bittersweet to leave a workplace I've enjoyed leading. I have been very
fortunate. This school, its students, parents and staff have meant so much to me. I am proud to have been a member of the community.
From mid 2010 onwards you have made it easy for me to feel at home. Adelaide North is a rare school. Inclusion is more than a buzz word
here, it's real! And I thank you all for including me, which makes it doubly difficult to leave. Thank you for your belief in me, your support
and your friendship. None of us achieve in isolation and the successes we’ve enjoyed together at ANSS have been the result of our mutual
cooperation and collaboration. It's a pleasure and a privilege to have worked for you and alongside you as a community who understands
how to be there for each other.
In the middle of our daily lives it's all too easy to lose sight of the most important element of all in any school – the person, the people, us;
you and me, as individuals with hearts, minds and feelings. Thank you for inspiring me. Thank you to our families for your trust in me.
We've shared some outstanding moments together. I'll always remember our move from Elizabeth Special School to these beautiful
facilities in which your children learn today. Every student’s very first day at school when we welcomed you as part of the family, and our
graduation ceremonies will have a special place in my heart. I’ll miss the staff, families and most of all your children who I see as a big part
of my family. I know the magical, inspirational work at ANSS will go on making our students’ lives better.
As some of you are aware, I'm going to continue my work in the inclusion space. This is something I've wanted to explore for several years
and the right time to do it is now. Cam Wright steps into the principal role in 2022. Hopefully many of you will get to meet him before he
begins his journey with you all. I have known Cam for many years and he joins this amazing school with an incredible knowledge of special
education and a passion for inclusion. The school is in good hands.
Best wishes, Byron

Junior Primary
Maddy Dennis

NAIDOC Week is a special part of the school calendar,
as we celebrate the history, culture and achievements of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Room 2 enjoyed reading a collection of Dreaming
stories, such as ‘Ten Scared Fish’, linking to literacy
and numeracy themes. We got hands on and also used
some natural resources, such as clay to make
boomerangs, and engaged in tree bark dot painting.

R-12 Senior
Simon Fuller

Our class has enjoyed participating in a wide range of
activities over the year surrounding social interaction
and development. This has included a Night at the
Museum incursion that we really enjoyed. Our buddy
class next door set up this wonderful event! The results
can be seen in our smiles and looking at people around
us.
Our Senior Unit peers came into our room to talk and
interact with us, as part of the Uber Snacks program.
We talked about games and music. We enjoyed mixing
together in our courtyard and within the gymnasium.
The work we have achieved integrating Social
Development across all of our subjects has helped
us interact more with friends outside and within our
classroom. We are noticing each other a lot more
and wanting to regularly participate in all types of
activities in class.

Truly great friends
are hard to find,
difficult to leave, and
impossible to forget.
G Randolf

Pathways
Mia Dinunzio & Christelle Pleasance

This term, our Pathways class has been very busy
getting to know both our ANSS and wider community.
Not only have we been involved in exciting community
events and experiences, but we have also experienced
being hosts, showing off our site and sharing our
learning with others.
We were lucky enough to enjoy two theatre
performances this term, Stan and Mabel at Starplex
and Beep! at the Shedley Theatre. The students
thoroughly enjoyed these experiences and found the
music, audience participation, and visual effects were
real highlights. We were also fortunate to get tickets to
go and see Tom and Jerry at the movies, where we
were fantastic audience members.
Our relationship with our pen pals from Salisbury Park
Disability Unit has further strengthened this term.
We have enjoyed meeting up in person, chatting via
Zoom as well as regularly exchanging letters and
creating small gifts for each other.

You
had
me at
‘hello’.
D. Boyd

Pathways students have recently been hosts, having
our young buddies from the JP Unit at ANSS, come to
visit us. We proudly showed them around our school
and were amazing role models, displaying leadership
skills and kindness whilst playing outside games
together.

Senior
Andrew Clark

Over the course of the year in our
Science lessons we have had a
focus on plants. Students enjoyed
the opportunity to choose seeds,
plant them and then observe their
growth. They were able to identify
the basic needs for a plant to grow
and thrive including soil, water and
sunlight.
Students have also explored the
lifecycle of a plant by observing and
recording how our grapevine has
changed over the course of the year.
Students also enjoyed exploring
around the school and recording
the diversity of plants they found.

The love of
gardening is
a seed once
sown that
never dies.
Gertrude Jekyll

When looking at edible plants,
students were highly engaged
having the opportunity to break
apart and grind seeds and explore
how flour is made.
We also prepared healthy food,
such as fruit salad, fruit smoothies
and vegetable pasties; learning how
to use kitchen utensils safely while
exploring the basics of cooking.

Primary
Alice Carter & Rebecca Bowne

In Alice and Rebecca’s classes
we are developing our social
and communication skills and
having fun while we do it! We
have enjoyed joining Mel M
and Darren’s classes in
Seniors every Wednesday for
a shared story and learning
social skills.

Story time with
Seniors is:
funny Daemon;
fun Darci;
crazy Yar;
funny Jimmy;
naughty Ziva;
nice Mahdi;
exciting Jok;
naughty Chase;
noisy Bailey;
funny Daniel;
my favourite
Brady

Teachers and SSOs have seen great
developments in the students greeting
their peers during the story time and have
noticed many new friendships blossom.
We have also celebrated the Olympics,
Paralympics and NAIDOC Week through
the books we read and activities we have
experienced together. Some of the
students’ favourite activities included
dancing the Chicken Dance, sharing cake
and a torch relay. Our students and staff
all enjoy spending time together for story
time with Seniors.

Our story time together started
in ‘Central Park’, however as
the weather got colder and
wetter we moved to meeting in
the common area in the Senior
Unit. This term students have
been focusing on greetings and
farewells to their peers and
staff.

